
crash on Wall Street and similar places over the recent
months.

It is, generally, the use of fictitious values through the
financial-derivatives programs which Alan Greenspan intro- Killing Argentines
duced as a cover-up for the causes of his predecessor, Paul
Volcker’s October 1987 stock-market panic, which was key Won’t Save the System
to the 1997 financial crash in Asia, the 1998 crash of the
Russian GKO speculation, and the deadly mortgage-backed by Cynthia R. Rush
securities and oil-price swindles of today. There are no one
or two factors which, if controlled, would prevent a crash

The Aug. 30 ruling by the U.S. Second Circuit Court of Ap-of the whole system from occurring now; rather, the danger
from the housing and oil-price bubbles are merely some of peals backed the fraudulent claim by vulture fund kingpin

Kenneth Dart that Argentina owes him $740 million in de-the weak points of a system which will now inevitably blow
out, soon, perhaps even before the November general faulted debt, and signalled a new round of demands and

threats against the South American nation by crazed syn-election.
The spread of war was the intent of the Bush-Cheney archist bankers. Now openly supported by the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the member governments of theAdministration, not since September 11, 2001, but even
before the day that Administration took office. The failure Group of Seven industrialized nations, these financial preda-

tors are warning President Néstor Kirchner that unless heof the candidate and the Democratic National Committee to
make that crucial point of connections during the period forks over more than the 25¢ on the dollar offered in his

official proposal to restructure $100 billion in defaulted debt,of the primary campaigns, now represents a crucial lost
opportunity. There is no way the present campaign could his country will face a “financial hurricane” that could oust

him from office.now turn the clock back to the days of the wasted opportunity
in New Hampshire. It is a matter of spilt milk. However . . . That was how London’s Financial Times put it on Sept.

13, gloating over the court ruling that favored Dart’s EM, Ltd.We can and must shift the discussion from the abstract,
fanciful chatter about “terrorism,” to showing that what is vulture fund, and telling Kirchner that he cannot possibly

resist the combined power of the IMF, G-7, and the vulturecalled “terrorism” by a confused dry drunk known as W, is
actually what a competent professional military intelligence fund front group, the Global Committee of Argentina Bond-

holders (GCAB). The “Kirchner governments of history”specialist knows by such names as “irregular warfare,”
“guerrilla warfare,” or as a commonplace part of the asym- may have defied private speculators in the past, the Times

trumpets—but no more. “Global bureaucratic officialdom hasmetric warfare which came to be practiced by both sides in
the United States’ war in Indochina. Often effects which are turned on the Argentine government,” and given the vultures

“official support.”called “terrorists’ actions” are actually forces disguised as
a terrorist group’s conspiratorial action; they are usually Warning that Dart’s and others of that ilk are preparing

to aggressively seize assets, the City of London mouthpiecethe instruments of forms of warfare deployed by known
governments, just as the United States and Britain, among proclaimed that Argentina’s “loser” debt restructuring pro-

posal is dead, and that the government has no choice but toothers, created and used the organization to which they
recruited Osama bin Laden, for the U.S. war against the subordinate the welfare of the Argentine people to the inter-

ests of the bondholders and IMF.Soviet Union in Afghanistan.
What Bush calls “terr’sts” are not the invading Martians

from outer space, which W’s intellectually challenged chat- It’s the System, Stupid!
They wish it were this simple. The reality is that the globalter suggests his father’s one-time asset, Osama, to be; they

are part of a growing pattern of asymmetric warfare being financial crash is accelerating at such a rate, that the whole
shebang may blow apart well before the vultures can attemptconducting by various known kinds of political powers,

under various disguises. If we build the conditions of peace- to bludgeon Argentina into submission.
The IMF itself has made no secret of the fact that Argen-ful cooperation with our partners among the nations of Eu-

rasia, we cooperating powers can put out at least most of tina is a factor in the Fund’s own financial precariousness,
constantly stressing the urgency of reducing its exposure tothe fires of terrorism, fires which the policies of Cheney and

his puppet Bush 43 have stoked since W’s first day as the country’s debt. Alone, Argentina accounts for 16% of
the IMF’s loan portfolio, and Argentina, Brazil, and TurkeyPresident. It is Cheney’s doctrine of “permanent revolution”

throughout the planet, his dogma of “preventive nuclear- together account for 50%.
In an open letter to the IMF and its member Finance Minis-armed, continuing warfare,” which is the chief enemy of

civilization today. Remove the Bush-Cheney factor, and the ters Sept. 14, Charles Dallara, Managing Director of the Insti-
tute of International Finance (IIF) elaborated further. On be-road to solutions is opened.
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backed by “speculative groups and some foreign
investors.” Although he did not mention only the
right wing, Alfonsı́n’s warning was an undis-
guised reference to former Presidential candidate
Ricardo López Murphy, a proponent of the fascist
free-market economics he picked up when he
studied at the University of Chicago.

Alfonsı́n was not Argentina’s most outstand-
ing President—although his 1984 meeting with
Lyndon LaRouche was an act of considerable po-
litical courage. His Aug. 30 warning showed sim-
ilar courage, by rising above internal party squab-
bling to defend the nation, much to the dismay of
more opportunistic fellow Radical Party mem-
bers, who shrieked that he was “supporting the
government.” Amid accusations that his charges
were “irresponsible,” Alfonsı́n repeated themThe synarchists are trying to oust Argentine President Néstor Kirchner, for
again on Sept. 3, adding that those plottingdefending his country’s sovereignty and welfare.
against the current President “are determined to
serve the interests of the United States more than
our own.”

López Murphy blustered in response that there couldn’thalf of the IIF’s 330 member banks, Dallara warned that, in
the context of great global “imbalances” and “challenging possibly be an “institutional destabilization in March,” and

lied that he had no idea what the “neo-liberal right wing” was!times, fraught with risks and uncertainty,” it is crucial to get
emerging markets generally, and Argentina specifically, im- The pressures on the country to “improve” its restructur-

ing offer are brutal and unrelenting. The U.S. Securities andmediately into some kind of “crisis management” and “pre-
vention” mode. Exchange Commission (SEC) is stalling on approving the

document Argentina sent it on July 2, which is required forSuch steps, he said, “would demonstrate that Argentina is
an isolated case, that does not preclude responsible parties the plan to move forward.

When the IMF’s Rato’s visited the country for ten hoursfrom strengthening the fabric of the system for the benefit of
all.” The IMF failed miserably in the Argentine case because Aug. 31, he ordered Kirchner to increase the amount the gov-

ernment sets aside to pay debt—the primary budget surplus—it acted out of concern for the “vulnerability of its balance
sheet,” thereby placing “its integrity at risk,” Dallara said. to 4 or 5% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), from the current

level of 3%; to impose “pending” austerity reforms; and,It didn’t force the Kirchner government to impose needed
austerity reforms or an agreement with bondholders. Now, above all, to quickly complete negotiations with the vulture

funds. The current offer, with a 75% writedown, is “inconsis-the upcoming annual meeting of the IMF/World Bank, must
urgently discuss how “to resolve the crisis” between the gov- tent,” he said.

Rato could not have been amused by the quip with whichernment and the bondholders, and “avoid such a troublesome
situation in the future.” So much time has been lost, he wor- Kirchner greeted him, upon his arrival at the government

office building, the Casa Rosada. Finance Minister Robertoried, that “it remains even less clear how a restructuring agree-
ment can be negotiated with private creditors.” Lavagna “spoke well of you to me,” Kirchner said. “I didn’t

believe him.” But Rato definitely was not amused when
Kirchner told him to not “even dream” about forcing Argen-Coup Threats

Synarchist bankers in the City of London, on Wall Street, tina to allocate more funds for debt payment. A few days
earlier, on Aug. 25, Finance Minister Lavagna responded toand among Dick Cheney’s thuggish neo-conservative appara-

tus in Washington and Buenos Aires, have brazenly threat- creditor demands that Argentina make a “more credible”
debt restructuring offer: Any additional surplus generated byened to overthrow Kirchner, should he fail to obey them. On

Aug. 30, one day before IMF Managing Director Rodrigo the government, he said, would be allocated to “productive
activity, education, science, and technology”—not debtRato’s arrival, former Argentine President Raúl Alfonsı́n set

off a political firestorm when he publicly referenced these payment.
Speaking in the province of Corrientes the same day,threats, warning that the “the right wing has decided to remove

Kirchner, and has set a deadline of March of next year.” Kirchner warned, “we must prioritze [our response to] that
internal neglect which our nation has suffered” over the pastAlfonsı́n, who was President from 1983-89, pointed to

the “neo-liberal right wing” as behind this coup-plotting, decade of unbridled neo-liberalism.
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